
Theodore is an elegantly aromatic Scottish Gin, powered by the spirit of the Picts, an 
ancient tribe that once settled near the brand’s home in the Northern Highlands. 
Featuring 16 botanicals, including pomelo, pine, damask rose, honey and oolong tea, 
Theodore Gin is a fresh and elegant gin with a floral heart and a warm, rich finish.

VOL 70cl - ABV 43%

AWARDS

Gold Medal — Gin Masters 2019

THEODORE PICTISH GIN

The first limited edition release of Theodore Gin is the result of a transcultural 
collaboration: two legendary Master Blenders (one from Cognac and one 8th 
Generation English distiller) with the guidance from an ex-Hermès olfactory expert. 
The composition of Theodore Gin’s  international team is a key distinctive feature 
and the market/team fit is leveraged in our communication strategy to show 
‘innovation inspired by tradition’.

Theodore’s packaging was created as a homage to the Picts; the strong cylindrical 
bottle shape features light-catching uniform facets (16 in total which to reflect 
the number of botanicals.) It is the attention to detail and storytelling that echo’s 
Greenwood Distillers mission to build bridges across spirits, continents and cultures. 



PRODUCTION

Theodore’s home — the Ardross Distillery sits on a 50-acre site, retaining the original 
19th century farm’s steading buildings, farmhouse and cottages. It is one of the few dis-
tilleries in Scotland to own and manage its Loch. 

Theodore Gin is produced in a multi-stage process in order to extract the very best 
from each distinct botanical. Pomelo is distilled in old Charentais still at ‘feu nu’ to 
extract the elegant citric notes of the fruit. Ginger is double distilled again in Charentais 
in order to extract woody warmth and powdery spiciness. Honey and fresh pine needles 
are distilled under vacuum using a rotavapor to preserve the freshness of the botanicals. 
Coriander, juniper, pink pepper, chamomile, kaffir limes, orris, cardamom and lavender 
are distilled in classical London Dry style. 

After distillation and blending, Theodore Gin is further infused with oolong tea, which 
gives it a green-grassy astringency that adds layers of complexity, as well as balancing 
the natural sweetness of the gin, and giving the liquid a pale straw colour.
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Theodore’s formula initial top note is characterised by citric pomelo, its elegant and 
slightly astringent tones linking to crisp pine needles and evoking strong hints of fresh 
grass. As the top notes give way, the honey component ushers in a floral heart note with 
connotations of damask rose and oolong tea. 

Fresh ginger brings woody warmth, and enhances the aroma of pomelo, while main-
taining its elegance and complexity. Dry ginger is well balanced with the previous notes 
and brings forward a powdery spiciness. 

Offering a rich depth, the base note of bourbon vetiver contains a slight hint of vanilla. 
A smoky woody aroma marries well with the dry ginger, while milky oolong tea deliv-
ers a green and astringent note. This combination lasts long on the palate, with delicate 
rose notes returning in waves.

TASTING NOTES


